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An illustrated collection of sixty-four traditional nursery rhymes.
Mooncatcher Chronicles captures those small events in the lives of your children that later will last in the memories of parenthood forever.
The series of letters comprising this book is guaranteed to make you smile, at times make you cry, and definitely make you think about the
responsibility of being a Father. Finally, someone has caught the true heart of being a Dad in an honest and sincere format... Letters to my
Daughters. Walk through the milestones often forgotten of giving your children the treasures of life in this poignant look at one of the
greatest blessings of life. Just being a Dad.
Broke, jobless, and stranded in Las Vegas on Valentine’s Day, I am forced to call my parents for a bailout. Again. A pampered princess and
wannabe environmentalist, I know I’m a cliché and would do anything to change it. So when I meet Xander, a struggling photojournalist with
absolutely nothing in common with my domineering, millionaire parents, I know just where to go next: A wedding chapel. But when I wake up the
next day, my matrimonial rebellion comes with an unpleasant surprise. My husband is no penniless globetrotter—Xander King is the son of a
billionaire oil tycoon, and my parents couldn’t approve of the match more. Now the only thing that could shock them would be a quickie
divorce…except my new husband has a proposition for me. *** I take one look at Savvy and know I could spend the rest of my life with her. The
feeling is mutual…until she figures out who I am. I didn’t mean to hide my identity, and I thought a desire to get out from under the weight
of familial baggage was something we had in common. But with Savvy just moments from proposing divorce, I offer her the one thing I’d been
ready to walk away from: A trust fund worth millions. All Savvy has to do is stay married to me for a year and then she’ll get half—except I
have no intention of letting her go after 365 days. I’ve spent a decade running from my father’s disapproval and my brothers’ successes. Now
I’m willing to spend a lifetime convincing the woman I love to stay put by my side. King's Treasure is book 3 in the Oil King's series. It's
a Vegas wedding romance with a small town, western romance feel. Add a dash of millionaire romance and it has all the feels. For readers who
also like Ann Mayburn, Carly Phillips, Carrie Ann Ryan, Cat Johnson, Catherine Cowles, Chelle Bliss, Cherise Sinclair, Cheyenne McCray,
Claudia Burgoa, Debra Holt, Devney Perry, Diana Palmer, Esther E. Schmidt, Genevieve Turner, Helen Hardt, Jane Henry, Janet Dailey, Jeanne
St. James, Jenna Jacob, Jennifer Ryan, Julia Sykes, Kennedy Fox, Kim Loraine, Lani Lynn Vale, Lauren Blakely, Lauren Landish, Laylah Roberts,
Lexi Blake, Linda Lael Miller, Lindsay McKenna, Lorelei James, Lori Wilde, Maisy Yates, Max Monroe, Melissa Foster, Nicole Snow, Renee Rose,
Samantha Madisen, Shayla Black, Sophie Oak, Stephanie Rowe, Susan Stoker, Vi Keeland, Vivian Arend, Willa Nash, Willow Winters, Zoe York,
Erin Wright, Laramie Briscoe, Kylie Gilmore, Kait Nolan, Tracy Alvarez, Lili Valente, Vanessa Vale, Tawdra Kandle, Colleen Hoover, Maya
Banks, Penelope Sky, Kendall Ryan, Kennedy Fox, Chelle Bliss, Sarina Bowen, Penelope Ward, Marie Force, Melissa Foster, Kristen Proby, Devney
Perry, Susan Stoker, Tessa Bailey, Jana Aston, Sally Thorne, Christina Lauren, Elle Kennedy, Julia Kent, Sylvia Day, K.A. Linde, Jessica
Hawkins, Rachel VanDyken, Jodi Ellen Malpas, L.J. Shen, Natasha Madison, Emily Henry, Corrine Michaels, and Kylie Scott. romance books,
contemporary romance, small town, best friends, cowboy romance, western romance, marriage and family, series starter, first in series,
romance series, romance saga, romantic family saga, bestseller romance, steamy, sexy, heartwarming, heart-warming, family, love, love books,
kissing books, emotional journey, captivating romance, emotional, healing, hot, hot romance, forbidden love, second chance romance, loyalty,
swoon, funny romance, modern romance, forbidden romance, enemies to lovers, friends to lovers, family business, strong female lead, strong
heroine, top romance reads, best seller, romance novels, love story, angst, American western, unrequited love, adult romance, mature romance,
rodeo, heartbreak, breakup, strong woman, contemporary women, full length, steamy, angsty, first love, romance series, series, mistaken
country westerns, Vegas wedding, marriage of convenience, farming and ranching romance.
While going through the possessions of a deceased guest who owed them money, the mistress of the inn and her son find a treasure map that
leads them to a pirate's fortune.
The Lost Castle
Grandmother's Treasures
King's Treasure
An Ordinary Girl
Treasures of the Prado
What's in Your Pocket?
Popular Personal Finance Blogger Gives the Secret to Lasting Financial Health Countless free budget plans are available for every possible income level and stage of life. So why
do more than 60 percent of U.S. households still live paycheck to paycheck? The key to financial stability and success isn't just about money--it's about attitudes. Rocha uses
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the lessons she learned overcoming personal debt to teach readers how to triumph over the lies we tell ourselves, such as "I deserve a treat," "Fake it till you make it," and "I
can't afford it." Each chapter uses real-life examples to explain faulty thinking about money, followed by step-by-step instructions for how to overcome these pitfalls. Budgets are
helpful, but real change won't happen without a financial attitude adjustment.
A beautifully designed keepsake that is the perfect gift for grandmother. Meant to be handed down from generation to generation, Grandmother's Treasures is the ideal, special
place for grandmother to record the story and spirit of her life, the books she's read, the music she's listened to, the places she's traveled, the values she's lived by, her joys, and
sorrows. Illustrations.
Yu Jingyan, a merchant from Lang Sai city who was obsessed with collecting Heavenly Jewels, was caught in a prison by someone and accidentally got to know the No. 1 Quick
Blade of the Kang District — Si Lang. After learning that Si Lang was also looking for the Nine-Eyed Sky Pearls, Yu Jingyan, along with Quick Blade Si Lang and Chen Ying, the
security guard from Gu City, stepped onto the path of exploring Nine-Eyed Sky Jewels. Together, they explored the paths of gods and demons, along with treasures and dangers.
This was a story about ancient artifacts and schemes, ghosts and monsters ...
A stunning visual reference book for little geologists who love to find fascinating rocks all around them. Identify colorful gemstones, sparkly crystals, the toughest rocks, and
ancient fossils. Packed with fun facts, information, and extensive photos all about the rocks and minerals that make up the world around us. Interactive learning that engages
young scholarly minds. Learn about 64 different types of rocks and minerals, how to tell the difference between them and where to find them. Dig into all the interesting
geological materials from deep space to the deepest caves. You'll even discover glow in the dark minerals and living gems! Find out about the stuff our world is made of, and
how rocks and minerals form over time. This captivating book introduces children to hands-on science with fun activities like starting your own impressive rock collection and
how to stay safe on your rock finding missions. Written for kids aged 6 to 9 with bite-sized information and explanations. The easy-to-understand language gives them a rocksolid foundation for science subjects. The geology book includes the phonetic pronunciation of the rock and mineral names so your little one will sound like a rock expert in no
time. Rockin' It With Stones And Minerals - Stunning high-quality photographs. - Inspiring activities for little Earth scientists. - Over 64 types of rocks, their properties, and how
they are formed.
A Pocket Full of Posies
A Treasury of Nursery Rhymes
A Baby Journal For Your Child's First Twelve Months
A Romance of Modern Styria
Kuwait Diary
The Rust of Rome

A collection of prose and poetry from people ages six to ninety], from all walks of life and from various stages of their writing careers. You never know
what you will find in our book: thoughts on writing memories of times gone by, tales and poems about the darker side of life, children's ideas, relationship
issues, the celebration of nature's beauty and a little of what we call "Cabbitt Stew," pieces without a specific theme.
Las Meninas. The Nude Maja and The Clothed Maja. The Garden of Earthly Delights. The Museo del Prado in Madrid, which grew out of the Spanish royal
collections, holds the masterpieces of Velázquez and Goya, and many exceptional works by their illustrious countrymen. Yet it is equally strong in the work
of Bosch (especially Bosch!), Rubens, Titian, and other Flemish and Italian painters. The Prado represents the Old Masters at their most expressive and
fantastic, so this book—which reproduces the museum’s finest paintings, sculptures, and objets d’art—has a power that belies its miniature size.
Some secrets cannot remain buried forever... Anne Baker's thrilling saga, A Pocketful of Silver, follows a young woman growing up amidst clouds of
secrets and intrigue, and her journey to discovery. Perfect for fans of Nadine Dorries and Cathy Sharp. It's 1920, and Ellie Valentino is just like any other
happy five-year-old growing up in Birkenhead. Although her father is dead, and her mother works hard, Ellie's grandmother, Bridie, is always there to
provide a welcoming hug when the little girl returns from school. But, one tragic day, Ellie's secure world is suddenly torn apart with the mysterious death
of her mother, and Ellie is forced to live with her uncle Mick, a man with a violent temper. As the years pass, Ellie's yearning to know the truth about her
mother's death never fades - it even casts a shadow over her blossoming romance with childhood friend, Franco Baldini. For Franco knows more about
that fateful day than he dares admit, especially to Ellie. Can their love survive when Ellie longs to uncover events that Franco is desperate to forget? And
will Ellie ever find out what really happened to her mother? What readers are saying about A Pocketful of Silver: 'Definitely recommend, these books are
very well written and they're hard to put down once you've started' 'Brilliant book and a great story - a very enjoyable read'
Every new parent knows just how precious the first year of baby’s life is. This baby journal makes it easy to hang on to all those special moments: stow
away keepsakes in the pocket at the rear of the book, and record your child's first words, first tooth, first smile, first steps, and many more precious
memories. The journal covers all the key milestones, from preparing the nursery, to your baby's first birthday. Once completed, it will remain a wonderful
and unique memento full of happy, funny, and appealing memories of the first year of your child’s life. Sections include: First Steps, to Watching You
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Grow, Finding Your Voice and Your 1st Birthday.
I PLAY THE NOTES, BUT HE MAKES THE MUSIC
Collecting Nature's Treasures
Illustrative of the Pleasures Derived from the Study of Natural History
Pictures and Mementos from a Life of Style and Purpose
Things to Find, Collect, and Treasure
Now-a-days!
"Full of surprises with impressive twists...” —Suspense Magazine "The Tolling of Mercedes Bell is an unforgettable page-turner—a must read by all!” —San
Francisco Book Review Recently widowed and adapting to the challenges of single motherhood, Mercedes Bell is a paralegal at Crenshaw, Slayne & McDonough
when she meets Jack Soutane, a dashing San Francisco lawyer who has recently begun leasing office space from the firm. It’s the 1980s. The crack
epidemic, homelessness, and AIDS explode on the scene, Jack’s law practice booms—and the Crenshaw firm eagerly shares his bounty. Meanwhile, despite all
the warning signs, Mercedes falls under Jack’s spell. When calamity strikes and Jack succumbs to his own dark surprise, Mercedes finds herself in a race
to survive and to protect her daughter. In order to do so, she must make sense of wildly inconsistent information—and face the truths that emerge.
Compelling and full of suspense, The Tolling of Mercedes Bell is a story about honesty in the face of deception, courage in the pursuit of happiness,
and the unexpected places that quest can lead.
Presents the problems that arise when a young farm boy brings a cricket he discovered in the summer to school with him, and its chirping disturbs the
other students and his teacher.
In April 2003, I said goodbye to my husband and children before leaving for Kuwait on a 12-month hardship tour. It was to be at least six months before
mid-tour, if leave would be allowed by then. Checked in, and caught Lufthansa out of Frankfurt. Ever have one of those dreams in which you taxi forever
and go nowhere? This was one of those off the end of the earth type experiences.With that, U.S. Army Physician Holly Doyne departed Germany for an
assignment to Camp Doha as Command Surgeon, ARCENT-Kuwait, for what became a prolonged tour. This is her record of that time. It is about battling with
the heat and the dust in the desert. It is about ordered chaos and confusion tempered with caring. It is a warm and lively account by a determined and
compassionate physician who went to conquer, assigned to a location where making a difference really mattered.
Melonie Byars is found murdered in the flower shop where she worked. Unfortunately for authorities, there are no witnesses and no clues. The murderer
did, though, leave a calling card: a carefully arranged bouquet of flowers. Seattle's best homicide detective, Sgt. Arthur Washington, is called to
duty. Washington prides himself on his case closure rate, but this is one case he can't crack. He is completely baffled, and the murder of Ms. Byars
remains unsolved. A year and a half later, another murder occurs in the same grizzly manner. Washington is back on the case, but even the top brass of
the Seattle Police Department are stumped. Detective Washington will not let this killer get away twice. He's determined to put a stop to the mysterious
flower murders. Bodies start to pile up with the same common link. It's not long before the city is in a panic. Paired with a new partner, Washington
must catch a killer who's made Seattle his personal bloody playground.
Life's Little Treasure Book on Joy
Treasures from the Northeast Coast
The Audrey Hepburn Treasures
A Novel
A Vegas wedding small town modern western romance
Treasure Island

The tale begins over three-hundred years ago, when the Fair People—the goblins, fairies, dragons, and other fabled and fantastic creatures of a dozen
lands—fled the Old World for the New, seeking haven from the ways of Man. With them came their precious jewels: diamonds, rubies, emeralds, pearls...
But then the Fair People vanished, taking with them their twelve fabulous treasures. And they remained hidden until now... Across North America, these
twelve treasures, over ten-thousand dollars in precious jewels in 1982 dollars, are buried. The key to finding each can be found within the twelve fullcolor paintings and verses of THE SECRET. Are you smart enough? THE SECRET: A TREASURE HUNT was published in 1982. The year before publication,
the author and publisher Byron Preiss had traveled to 12 locations in the continental U.S. (and possibly Canada) to secretly bury a dozen ceramic
casques. Each casque contained a small key that could be redeemed for one of 12 jewels Preiss kept in a safe deposit box in New York. The key to finding
the casques was to match one of 12 paintings to one of 12 poetic verses, solve the resulting riddle, and start digging. Since 1982, only two of the 12
casques have been recovered. The first was located in Grant Park, Chicago, in 1984 by a group of students. The second was unearthed in 2004 in
Cleveland by two members of the Quest4Treasure forum.
An Ordinary Girl By: Faye Robinson Have you ever felt your life spiraling out of control? Or felt as though the trials of ordinary life are too strenuous to
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handle? You’re not alone. The chaos and insecurities of your life are nothing compared to the power of God, Who has an ultimate plan for you and your
journey. In fact, the challenges, obstacles, and hiccups in life are His way of developing you, your soul, and your spirit. An autobiography filled with
humor and spiritual force, An Ordinary Girl: My Path to Peace of Mind features honest reflections and real stories from the life of Faye Robinson. She
examines her childhood interactions, her own maturation, and her family relationships. Although heartbreaking at times, the reality of Robinson’s life
exposes the ways in which the Lord can guide a person through even the darkest of times. As Robinson shares her own experiences, she looks to inspire
her readers and help them find their own inner strength and peace.
Take a peek through my pages and find out what happened when Tommy Tummy Rumbles wouldnt eat his tea, who Lucy Listening meets on her way to
play, why Pippin is so bright, and if Chatterbox Charlie ever stops chatting. Youll find this and more inside.
Presents a series of paintings of royals in a text in which a knight is looking for a dragon who is threatening to steal the royal jewels, with each painting
having a textured surface that young readers can touch. On board pages.
Translated
Summer Rambles
The Earth and the Fullness Thereof
The Little Treasure of Prayers
The Tolling of Mercedes Bell
Let the treasure hunt begin! As any visitor to the beach knows, all sorts of treasures ca be found if you look. This beautifully illustrated pocket guide helps young beachcombers find and
identify shells of animals commonly found in the Northeast from Maine’s rocky coast to the sandy shores of Cape Cod and Long Island.
Silliness abounds in this offbeat early graphic novel with loads of heart. In the pocket of a faded pair of hand-me-down jeans, a tiny ball of lint lives alone. Linty’s days are all much the same:
Some cardio. Sightseeing (“So blue!”). Solo Marco Polo. Until one day, a boy starts wearing the jeans and everything changes. Before long, Linty has a parade of visitors: an acorn, a coin,
pizza crust. Soon, the pocket is packed with new friends, and Linty is having a blast! But, uh-oh . . . Wash Day! Is Linty’s world about to be turned upside down, again? An in-jean-ious idea.
Kids will never think of their pant pockets the same way again!
In this gorgeously illustrated picture book, a brother and sister explore their surroundings, looking for treasure.
All her life Geri Hudson Morgan has been an exceptionally interesting and energetic person who loves people. Her adventures in life have included being honored at The Great Hall of the
People for her work in China, and praying with a witch doctor in the depths of Africa. An active teenager growing up in Dallas, Geri was voted class favorite, played competition tennis, and
appeared on several local TV shows. As a pianist, she won talent contests in the Dallas Metroplex and was a regular guest artist at the State Fair of Texas. At eighteen, she began a successful
career as a professional organist, playing for Dallas restaurants. She served as a full-time organist at the International Christian Center for seventeen years, and was co-hostess of a daily TV
show. You will never meet another person like Geri, so diverse in her interests and yet so focused on the call of Jesus on her life. She is a master storyteller and this book is filled with
amusing and inspiring accounts of how God has led her life. You will be fascinated as her stories unfold in the pages of I Play the Notes, But He Makes the Music.
A Pocket Full of Murder
Volume 2
Pocketful of Posies
Curves on the Highway
The Tooth Fairy Kit
A Pocketful of Silver

The Audrey Hepburn legacy is one marked by both elegance and excellence. From her timeless style to her extraordinary acting
talent, from her devotion to home and family to her tireless work with UNICEF, Audrey's life has served as an example to her many
fans as one of style and purpose. THE AUDREY HEPBURN TREASURES will share with fans an intimate and revealing portrait of the
woman they admire and adore. Throughout, Audrey's own words, drawn from existing interviews, will be given centre stage, to create
a unique personal narrative for the story of her life. The surrounding manuscript will be lavishly illustrated with approximately
200 black-and-white and colour photographs and documents from the Hepburn Estate in addition to reproduced mementos from Audrey's
life that will be housed in 13 glassine envelopes throughout the book.
These 14 small hardcover books compiled from the volumes of Life's Little Instruction Book make the perfect gift for a special
friend or can be given in place of the traditional greeting card.
For the woman who has always had the urge to embark on a lengthy cross-country journey by herself, Curves on the Highway is both
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an inspirational guide and a practical how-to book. Gerry Davis offers advice for women travelers on everything from how to deal
with auto mechanics to pointers on packing sensibly. The all-important issue of security weaves throughout chapters on trip
planning, insurance, and choosing a hotel.
Lurking in the wilderness is an old dilapidated castle and the ruins of the nearby village. It has been taken over by the
creatures of the wilds, but what lies inside these crumbling walls, and why are they being rebuilt? What lurks beneath the Lost
Castle? And why was it abandoned so long ago? The Lost Castle is a complete Fantasy Hero adventure with maps, locations,
treasures, and all the information you need to run your game! Officially Licensed by Hero Games!
Primary Education
A Pocket Full of Ryhmes
Pocket Your Dollars
Life's Little Treasure Book on Success
Letters to my Daughters
Nine Eyes Heavenly Bead
You love the sweetness in his little smile and the way she wiggles her tiny toes in delight. You love the beautiful chaos that your life has become. And
then come the challenges of motherhood. The exhaustion. The frustration. In A Pocketful of Hope for Mothers, Robin Jones Gunn reminds us that as moms,
the only thing we need to do each day is to live with a selfless spirit, a tender heart, and all the gusto our giddy souls can muster. She reminds us
that no matter how fragmented our lives may feel right now, all that matters is that we love well. God is near, giving us encouragement and hope as we
care for the little soul that has been entrusted to us. This collection of heartwarming vignettes, inspiring quotes, and simple prayers makes a perfect
gift of inspiration for all mothers and moms-to-be.
"He has achieved success who has lived well, laughed often, and loved much," said Bessie Anderson Stanley. This book is a collection of observations
about success that the author first shared with his son in the first two volumes of Life's Little Instruction Book. It also includes thought-provoking
and inspiring quotes from other sources.
Charles Darwin, George Washington Carver, and Jane Goodall were once curious kids with pockets full of treasures! When you find something strange and
wonderful, do you put it in your pocket? Meet nine scientists who, as kids, explored the great outdoors and collected "treasures": seedpods, fossils,
worms, and more. Observing, sorting, and classifying their finds taught these kids scientific skills--and sometimes led to groundbreaking discoveries.
Author Heather Montgomery has all the science flair of a new Bill Nye. Book includes the Heather's tips for responsible collecting.
In Tarreton, where the rich have all the magic they wish and the poor can barely afford a spell to heat their homes, twelve-year-old Isaveth's father is
accused of murdering an influential citizen and Isaveth, aided by eccentric street boy Quiz, tries to solve the magical murder mystery before her father
is executed.
A Pocketful of Hope for Mothers
Treasure Hunt House
Find King Henry's Treasure
Treasure
Linty: A Pocketful of Adventure
Reflections and Remembrances
In the year 1888, an anonymous author wrote a little book titled, “The Little Treasure of Prayers,” filled with beautiful words like Thee, Thou, Thine, seest, doest, hath, indolent, avarice and other words familiar to the language of the
19th Century. While I enjoyed reading the book, I admit I had to stop every now and then to look up the meaning of some of the words. The writer inside me thought it would be a great idea to re-write this little book (now in the public
domain), transforming the original book into modern-day English, keeping the meaning of the original prayers fully intact. Thus, generating a book filled with glorious honor and communication with God through heart-felt prayers that
anyone who understands the common words of the 21st Century English language would derive an abundance of pleasure.
A DO NOT USE Pocket Full of TreasuresA Baby Journal For Your Child's First Twelve MonthsFrances Lincoln Children's Bks
The Mooncatcher Chronicles
The Secret
A DO NOT USE Pocket Full of Treasures
Page One Digest Volume 2
My Path to Peace of Mind
5 Attitude Changes That Will Help You Pay Down Debt, Avoid Financial Stress, & Keep More of What You Make
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